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1. Your experiences and ideas: group brainstorming and reporting
2. My experiences (also lots more to read on my personal webpages)
3. Resources
4. Questions/discussion
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- Can’t separate student buy-in from pedagogical design
- My definition of active learning: ‘Reduce or eliminate lecture, and devote substantial classroom time to student involvement in work that receives immediate feedback from other students and from the instructor.’
- Explain to students the scientific evidence about what helps learning, connect it for them to course pedagogy
- Motto: ‘Never lecture on something students can read and respond to in writing’
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- A: Discuss questions based on my notes, brief
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Part C, *after class homework*: A very few higher level ‘…final problems’, marked carefully, may be asked to redo to perfect, use qualitative grading rubric, single letter grade per assignment, no numerical points.
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Write to me!
(Guess what! Email address on my personal webpages)